Identification of noncanonical melanoma-associated T cell epitopes for cancer immunotherapy.
The identification of tumor-associated T cell epitopes has contributed significantly to the understanding of the interrelationship of tumor and immune system and is instrumental in the development of therapeutic vaccines for the treatment of cancer. Most of the known epitopes have been identified with prediction algorithms that compute the potential capacity of a peptide to bind to HLA class I molecules. However, naturally expressed T cell epitopes need not necessarily be strong HLA binders. To overcome this limitation of the available prediction algorithms we established a strategy for the identification of T cell epitopes that include suboptimal HLA binders. To this end, an artificial neural network was developed that predicts HLA-binding peptides in protein sequences by taking the entire sequence context into consideration rather than computing the sum of the contribution of the individual amino acids. Using this algorithm, we predicted seven HLA A*0201-restricted potential T cell epitopes from known melanoma-associated Ags that do not conform to the canonical anchor motif for this HLA molecule. All seven epitopes were validated as T cell epitopes and three as naturally processed by melanoma tumor cells. T cells for four of the new epitopes were found at elevated frequencies in the peripheral blood of melanoma patients. Modification of the peptides to the canonical sequence motifs led to improved HLA binding and to improved capacity to stimulate T cells.